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Here’s our April 2021
edition. We hope you like
it.
Our contact details are at
the bottom of the page...
We’d love your feedback
and suggestions so we can
continually make it better
and even more interesting
for you.

David Baird
Owner
Prestige Home Transformations
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7 TIPS TO REDESIGN YOUR
BEDROOM ON A BUDGET
Your bedroom
should be a
place that you
love to spend
time and be a
relaxing
retreat from
the pace of
the day. With
this in mind
we’re sharing
design tips
that will help
you redesign
the space
without a
major
investment of
your time or
your money.

1. SWITCH IT UP

2. CHANGE YOUR THROW PILLOW & BEDDING

Changing the layout of the bedroom is so cost effective
that it’s free! With a little time and energy, you can give
your space a whole new look just by changing around
the location of your furniture. When you are moving
things around, consider omitting some of the
unnecessary pieces. Less is often more. Getting rid of
extraneous furniture pieces can help to open up the
space and make it feel more airy. Just changing the
direction that your bed faces can make all the
difference in creating a new orientation for your room.

As the bed is the focal point in the bedroom, changing out
throw pillows and/or your doona can be one of the most
effective small changes you can make. Selecting bedding
in a color that is completely different from what you
currently have can make a huge impact. White bedding is
a tried-and-true favourite. White bedding works in all
seasons and can be easily layered with a cozy wool
blanket in the winter and lighter boho inspired pillows in
the summer. And don’t be afraid to try out a pattern!

WANT A FREE HOME
TRANSFORMATION
QUOTATION?
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3. LIGHTING
Lighting is a key element in any room,
but is especially important when you
are thinking about creating an inviting
and relaxing atmosphere like a
bedroom. For an impactful change,
look to your bedside lamps. It can be
as simple as switching out your
existing lamp shades or you can
consider swapping out your bedside
lamps completely for elegant wall
mounted sconces.

4. PAINT
Paint is an important and low-cost
thing to consider when giving your
space a new look. A moody accent
wall can give the space a
sophisticated richness, and light grey
or pale blue are always great options
to give your room that restful and
relaxing feel. Paint can also be used to
liven up an old piece of furniture.
Consider sanding down a tired dresser
or nightstand and painting it a bright,
fun color. Some new hardware and
you’ll have a brand-new piece of
furniture to wake up to!

5. STORAGE

Dear David,

Bedrooms should be a restful place, so adequate storage
should be utilized to keep clutter to a minimum. Consider
closet organizers, fabric storage bins and nesting baskets
as options to keep miscellaneous items from piling up.

I’d like to compliment your guys firstly for the quality of
their workmanship and in addition the professional
manner they have undertaken their work. They moved
through the various areas unobtrusively and were very
respectful of the privacy of the occupants.
It was a pleasure dealing with them throughout the
project. My congratulations to both you and your team
for encouraging such professionalism. -Sid Ryan
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6. THINK ABOUT YOUR FLOOR
Like changing out your doona, adding or
changing a rug can have a big impact and is a
great place to get creative with patterns. Who
doesn’t want to wake up to something soft under
their feet? Think about adding a thick shag or an
eye-catching vintage kilim. Rugs are a fantastic
way to pull a room together and don’t be afraid to
layer a few to give the space a collected and
relaxed feel.

7. WALLS
Don’t forget about your walls! Painting,
wallpapering, or hanging artwork on your walls
can have a major—and instant—impact on the
look and feels of your space. Art should reflect
your personal interests and passions—plus can
be uniquely displayed. Consider a gallery wall,
you can continuously add to it. Frame special
cards, source pieces from local makers, and print
special photos in black and white. Select frames
in a consistent style from simple black to ornate
gold vintage. Adding ledges and creating a
collection that both lean and hang is an
inexpensive way to display as well.
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Home
Safety Tips
It’s important to us all that our home be considered safe.
Accidents happen all the time within the home, though.
Listed below are several tips to follow to ensure safety in
each room in your home.

IN THE KITCHEN
•

FREE

Keep flammable objects away from the stove. Do not let
oven mitts, paper towels, etc. come into contact with the
hot pots and pans or the burners.
• Use cleaning products with caution. Ensure that you do
not put the cleaning products within reach of your
children. Keep them out of reach so they cannot
(valued at $97):
accidently poison themselves.
• Never leave sharp objects and tools unattended in a It reveals the big difference between a farm
shed that’s made “on the cheap” and one
place where little hands can reach them.
that’s really suited to your needs.
• Ensure that all electrical cords are kept away from water
and flammable objects like curtains and hand towels. It’s called, “The Farmers Guide To
IN THE BEDROOM
The cords could overheat and catch fire.
Choosing The Best Farm Shed For
• Ensure that your appliances are getting the proper
• Rural
Do notProperty”,
smoke in your
bedroom,
or anywhere in your
Your
and
tells you
ventilation. You can do this by keeping them away from“The 7 Big
home.
Flammable
objects
couldBuyers
catch fire from your
Costly
Mistakes
Shed
other objects and regularly vacuuming out the back of make –cigarette
and
destroy
your
home
And How To Avoid Them”. and belongings.
your appliances.
•
Purchase
a mattress that is flame resistant. If a fire
Simply call the 24
breaks out in your bedroom, then you want to be
hour, 7 days a
protected and allow yourself the time you need to figure
week pre-recorded
out your escape route and get out of your home.
IN THE BATHROOM
message
linemost
on: vulnerable when you sleep. To ensure your
• You’re
• Just like in the kitchen, ensure that all cords are kept
safety in case someone will come into your home, keep a
away from water. Water and electricity do not mix and
phone
and light near your bed.
and leave
your
can cause an electrical fire.
name, postal
• Use non-slip floor mats. The shower floor can be
slippery when wet. By using a non-slip floor mat, you address and the
YOUR GARAGE
codeINword
are protecting yourself from slip and fall accidents.
• Keep cleaning supplies locked up and out of reach of “Newsletter”
• Keep any harmful substances you store in the garage out
and we’ll
small children to prevent accidental poisoning.
of the reach of your children and pets.
send• a Keep the space clean and organized. Ensure that there
copy aren’t sharp objects that are out in the open and in easy
to you reach of your children and pets.
IN YOUR YARD

Get a FREE copy of
the Official Consumer’s
Awareness Guide to Shed
Building

1300 064 775

•
•

‘pronto’.
Your home is a place to live and relax in, so you should feel

To ensure the safety of your kids and pets, surround
your yard with a fence.
If you have a pool, make sure that it’s covered and
fenced in. This will protect your kids from any risk of
falling in and drowning. Having an alarm on the fence or
the door leading out to your pool will alert you of any
possible security breaches by your children so you
know where they are and can prevent accidents.

safe there at all times. To ensure that you achieve the highest
degree of safety within your home, follow these steps and do
what you think is right for your home. All homes and families
are different, so there will be different ways of keeping each
other safe. There are companies that you can hire to come in
and evaluate your home to make sure you don’t have any
holes in your safety armor.
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Why You Should
Upgrade Your Roof
to A Cool Roof?

FREE FREE
#1

Get a FREE copy of
The most obvious benefit of installing a cool roof is
your energy savings. Since cool roofs do not
our Official Consumer’s Awareness Guide:
absorb ascopy
much heat
from the sun, your home will
The Ultimate Guide to Choosing the Best Get a FREE
of
be colder. This means you will not have to use
Contractor
he Official Consumer’s
your air conditioning as much during summer
months. Who doesn’t want to save money?

Awareness Guide to Shed
It reveals common scams and misconceptions,
6 costly mistakes to avoid when choosing a Building (valued at $97):
contractor, the importance of price and
#2big difference between a farm
It reveals the
value…and much more!
only“on
would
saveand
money
shed that’sNot
made
the you
cheap”
oneby using less

also
be helping Mother Nature by
that’s reallyenergy,
suited you’d
to your
needs.
reducing
carbon
emissions.
Simply visit www.transformyourhome.com.auIt’s called, “The Farmers Guide To With 32% of all
emissions
originating
Choosing carbon
The Best
Farm Shed
For from electricity
to receive your free guide!
Your Ruralconsumption,
Property”, we
andcould
tells stand
you to cut back our
demand for the sake of the environment.
“The 7 Big Costly Mistakes Shed Buyers
make – And How To Avoid Them”.
Simply call the 24
#3a
hour, 7 days
Decreasing your roof’s temperature can also
week pre-recorded
extend its life. When a dark roof absorbs heat, it
message line on:

stresses the construction and as a result, shortens

1300 064
its 775
lifespan. Of course, a lot of a roof’s life

expectancy is related to the materials it’s built
and leave your
with. However, regardless of the material, if a roof
name, postal
is absorbing
less heat, it won’t deteriorate as
address and
the
quickly.
code word
“Newsletter”
and we’ll
send a
copy
to you
‘pronto’.

DID YOU
KNOW?

It’s physically impossible for
pigs to look up at the sky
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IMAGINE WINNING $25K?
We are doing something a little crazy until 29th July!

We are giving you the chance to win $25,000.00 cash!

Here is how it works...

When you trust us to carry out your home transformation you will receive 10
entries into the draw that we will be holding on Facebook Live on the 29th
July.

Imagine if you got your whole project done and then on the 29th July you
were the one that won the $25,000.00! All you need to do is give us the
approval to do your project and you will automatically receive 10 entries into
the draw for the chance to win $25,000.00

We look forward to helping you turn your vision into reality.

Yours Sincerely
David Baird and the team at Prestige Home Transformations

WANT A FREE HOME TRANSFORMATION QUOTATION? CALL 1300 296 255 NOW!
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MONTHLY
HUMOUR
A man walks into a bar and orders
three beers.
The bartender brings him the
three beers, and the man
proceeds to alternately sip one,
then the other, then the third, until
they're gone.
He then orders three more and the
bartender says, "Sir, I know you
like them cold, so you can start
with one, and I'll bring you a fresh
one as soon as you're low."
The man says, "You don't
understand. I have two brothers,
one in New Zealand and one in
the Ireland. We made a vow to
each other that every Saturday
night, we'd still drink together. So
right now, my brothers have three
beers, too, and we're drinking
together."
The bartender thinks it's a
wonderful tradition, and every
week he sets up the guy's three
beers. Then one week, the man
comes in and orders only two. He
drinks them and then orders two
more. The bartender says sadly,
"Knowing your tradition, I'd just
like to just say that I'm sorry
you've lost a brother."

“Immaculate service
throughout. David was
delightful and
accommodating to deal with
and Scotty and Jimmy
couldn’t be faulted on the
job. Turned up on time every
day in lousy, challenging
weather and did a spotless
job without complaint.

“Found prestige roof
transformation very easy to
deal with. They transformed my
old roof to like new…
VERY HAPPY”
-Christine Marshall

We can’t recommend them
highly enough! Many thanks
guys for a job well done.”
-Ian and Jen Jones
Homeowners

The man replies, "Oh, my brothers
are fine -- I just quit drinking."
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